
Oasis.
ACOUSTIC BOOTH



PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

Oasis acoustic soundproof booth. Crafted with 
meticulous attention to detail offering a private and 
comfortable space where you can fully immerse 
yourself in your work. 

Its state-of-the-art construction features a robust 
supporting frame made from aerospace-grade 
aluminum, reinforced with lightweight yet sturdy 
aluminum honeycomb panels. 

The booth's sleek design incorporates tempered glass 
panels, ensuring both sound isolation and a visually 
appealing aesthetic. 

The air in the booth is fully circulated in every 2 
minutes, equip[ed with 4000k natural colour lightning 
12V-USB power supply and power rated for 100-
220v/50Hz.

Step into an Oasis and experience the perfect 
environment free from distractions.



A. Aluminum honeycomb sidewalls with 

acoustic PET insulation panel interior wall 

and celling

B. Tempered glass

C. Custom- made nylon one piece carpet.

D. Low sound of Ventilation Fan.

E. 4000k daylight colour temperature LED  

lighting system. 

F. 12V-USB power supply and power Plug.

G. Motion Sensor.

H. Customisable accessories

OASIS.INDETAIL

External Finishes 

Black

All measurements are in millimeter. The colors shown on this brochure are as close to the actual colors as possible, however they are for illustrative purposes only. For actual colour samples, please ask your sales consultant.
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OASIS. RANGE

All measurements are in millimeter. The colors shown on this brochure are as close to the actual colors as possible, however they are for illustrative purposes only. For actual colour samples, please ask your sales consultant.

Seating capacity: 2
Product code: OB-M
External Size:  D1250*W1488*H2288mm
Internal Size: D1200*W1340*H2140mm
(accessories not included)

S

Seating capacity: 4
Product code: OB- L
External Size:D1610*W2188*H2288mm
Internal Size:D1500*W2040*H2140mm
(accessories not included)

Seating capacity: 6
Product code: OB - XL
External Size: D2210*W2188*H2288
Internal Size:D2100*W2040*H2140
(accessories not included)

Seating capacity: 1
Product code: OB-S
External Size: D1010*W988*H2288mm
Internal Size:  D900*W840*H2140mm
(accessories not included)
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